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INTRODUCTION

In the past few years, a number of lawsuits have argued that the public trust doctrine (PTD) requires state and federal agencies to regulate greenhouse gas emissions.¹ The nonprofit Our Children’s Trust is the primary organizer of such suits, called “atmospheric trust litigation,” and has organized actions in all fifty states with teenagers as plaintiffs.² On June 5, 2014, the D.C. Circuit affirmed the dismissal of one such suit, Alec L. ex rel. Loorz v. McCarthy.³ Finding that the PTD is entirely a matter of state law, the court held it lacked federal subject matter jurisdiction.⁴ The plaintiffs in Alec L., a coalition of teenagers and two nonprofits, WildEarth Guardians and Kids vs. Global Warming, filed suit against the heads of various federal agencies.⁵ Their suit sought declaratory and injunctive relief establishing the atmosphere as a resource managed in the public trust, which would create a fiduciary duty in the federal government to reduce greenhouse gas emissions.⁶ The Supreme Court denied certiorari on December 8, 2014, allowing the D.C. Circuit’s dismissal to stand.⁷ Still, although Alec L. failed to establish any federal PTD rights, the

⁴. Id. at 8.
case served a valuable role by garnering public attention and contributing legal and political momentum to the movement to address climate change.

I. BACKGROUND

A. Public Trust Background

The public trust is a common law doctrine that preserves navigable waters and tidal lands for public use, and establishes a duty in governments to protect such public use. The PTD’s origins date back to the fifth century, when the laws of the Roman emperor Justinian declared, “the following things are by natural law common to all—the air, running water, the sea, and consequently the seashore.” The doctrine was later adopted in European common law. Hence, the United States’ version of the PTD, being derived from English common law, generally protects public access to waterways and establishes a fiduciary duty of care in sovereign states to manage navigable waterways and shoreline resources for the public benefit.

Traditionally, most American PTD common law has concerned tidal areas, navigable waters, and submerged lands. Attempts to expand the PTD beyond these areas have had mixed results. In the 1970s and 1980s, Professor Joseph Sax’s scholarship played a key role in influencing California courts to expand the PTD to inland water resources, water rights, and water quality. Yet the limited attempts to expand the doctrine to wildlife and terrestrial resources have proved largely unsuccessful. As environmental PTD litigation expanded in the 1970s during a phase of broad public support for environmental issues, a handful of states added public trust principles to their constitutions to codify


9. J. Inst. 2.1.1. (J.B. Moyle trans.).


14. Frank, supra note 13, at 677–79.

environmental protections by enabling common law PTD actions. However, there is no federal analog to those explicit codifications.

PTD expansion has found similarly limited success in federal courts. Although past rulings applied the PTD to federal lands, more recent decisions have found it inapplicable to federal lands or officials. Furthermore, courts have found that federal agencies have no obligation to comply with states’ PTD responsibilities. Some scholars have argued that judicial restraint, rather than an inherent limitation of the PTD to state-controlled resources, is responsible for the lack of application of the PTD to federal resources. This may be overly optimistic. The case law in support of a federal PTD is sparse and is directly contravened by the recent unanimous Supreme Court decision in PPL Montana, LLC v. Montana, which found that the PTD is entirely a matter of state law.

B. Case Summary

The Alec L. plaintiffs argued that federal subject matter jurisdiction existed because the federal government has inherent public trust obligations over national resources. Maintaining that the application of the PTD to the federal government was a matter of first impression, the plaintiffs construed past decisions of the D.C. Circuit and Supreme Court as addressing PTD issues within states’ borders, and thus not limiting the recognition of a federal PTD. However, in reviewing the district court’s dismissal of Alec L., the D.C. Circuit rebuffed these general arguments and stated that “the Plaintiffs point to no case...[that stands] for the proposition that the public trust doctrine—or claims based upon violations of that doctrine—arise under the Constitution or
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23. Reply Brief for Youth Appellants at 3-4, Alec L., 863 F. Supp. 2d 11 (No. 1:11–cv–02235 (RLW)).
laws of the United States, as would be necessary to establish federal question jurisdiction.

The district and circuit courts also pointed to the Supreme Court’s holding in PPL Montana as decisive precedent determining that there is no federal jurisdiction for PTD claims. PPL Montana concerned a dispute over an electric utility’s use of state-owned riverbeds for hydroelectric facilities without paying fees. Justice Kennedy’s majority opinion chose not to address the PTD, stating, “the public trust doctrine remains a matter of state law” and that “the States retain residual power to determine the scope of the public trust over waters within their borders.” In their petition to the Supreme Court, the Alec L. plaintiffs characterized PPL Montana’s treatment of the PTD as dictum. Plaintiffs also cited several cases from multiple circuits containing language referring to the federal government’s role as a trustee of public lands. Yet, the Supreme Court’s denial of certiorari supports the D.C. Circuit’s stricter view that PPL Montana “directly and categorically rejected any federal constitutional foundation for that doctrine, without qualification or reservation.”

Finally, even had Alec L. been considered on the merits, the district court questioned the federal government’s responsibility to recognize a PTD claim in the wake of American Electric Power Co. v. Connecticut. There, the Supreme Court found that the Clean Air Act “displace[d] any federal common law right to seek abatement of carbon-dioxide emissions from fossil-fuel fired power
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This suggests that atmospheric trust cases, which would bring common law claims under federal jurisdiction, will not succeed in federal courts.

II. ANALYSIS

The Supreme Court’s denial of certiorari and the lower courts’ opinions suggest that the PTD will remain a matter of state law. Yet, while a loss for the plaintiffs, Alex C.'s defeat should not be considered futile. The suit garnered significant, if brief, media attention, and could play a role in reintroducing the public to the concept of the PTD as a tool for broad environmental protection. Even individuals unfamiliar with the demands of federal jurisdiction or statutory preemption may intuitively analogize between protecting shorelines and atmospheric resources from private exploitation. The degradation of both resources has undeniable negative effects on the public’s wellbeing.

Alex C. may also have raised the profile of pending state atmospheric trust litigation by attracting national media attention. This raises the prospect that, with continued legal and political pressure, state courts could expand the PTD to include atmospheric resources. This outcome is not without precedent; a similar expansion has already happened with California’s aquatic resources.

In the 1970s and 1980s, California courts supported the expansion of the doctrine in the context of academic and public support for environmental issues. Current state judiciaries may be similarly willing to expand the PTD given contemporary academic support for extending the doctrine to atmospheric resources and growing public support for addressing climate change.
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change. Matters may be coming to a head. To date, state courts have decided six atmospheric trust cases without establishing the atmosphere as a public trust resource, though some courts have appeared sympathetic to the claims. Of the six currently pending atmospheric trust cases, at least one is proceeding to trial on the merits. A decision expanding the PTD to the atmosphere in any of these cases, though perhaps unlikely, would be a landmark victory for proponents of atmospheric trust litigation and would likely generate further legal and political momentum to address climate change.

The *Alec L.* plaintiffs and Our Children’s Trust used media attention to underscore the inadequacy of existing statutory measures to address climate change while highlighting the potential effectiveness of establishing the atmosphere as a public trust resource. Considering congressional failure to meaningfully limit greenhouse gas emissions at the federal level, environmentalists should celebrate the use of PTD litigation as a means of building political momentum and public mobilization in support of climate action by states. If successful, such state actions may influence a recalcitrant Congress to similarly limit greenhouse gas emissions. As such, Our Children’s Trust should continue to pursue atmospheric trust cases in state courts. However, if their strategy fails to yield a favorable opinion in the coming years, their organizing and legal efforts may be better spent elsewhere in the climate movement.
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CONCLUSION

Although a nominal loss, Alec L. played a useful messaging and political role.\textsuperscript{48} Indeed, this may have been the plaintiffs’ goal all along—\textit{American Electric Power Co. v. Connecticut} suggests the Clean Air Act would displace any federal common law PTD claims that a favorable decision may have created.\textsuperscript{49} Thus the principal benefit of atmospheric trust litigation for the broader climate change movement is as a demonstration of a well-organized and concerted effort to address climate change.\textsuperscript{50} It remains to be seen whether any atmospheric trust cases will succeed in state courts. Yet regardless of any legal wins expanding the PTD, litigation may push state legislatures and Congress to meaningfully regulate greenhouse gas emissions in response to continued public mobilization and legal pressure to address climate change.\textsuperscript{51} These may be incremental and indirect gains, but considering the immediacy and gravity of climate change, any benefit wrung from atmospheric trust litigation is welcome.
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